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ABSTRACT 

Recent results in the areap of b quark production, electroweak measurements, new particle 
searches. and QCD tests from the study of j5p collisions at a center of mass energy of 1.8 
TeV from the CDF detector are presented. 

1 Introduction 

Presented are recent results from the CDF experiment, which studies up collisions 
at the Fermilnb Tevatron. The data sample used corresponds to approximately 
4.5 pb-’ at a center of mass energy of 1.8 TeV, accumulated during the 1988-89 
data-taking run. 

The detector has been extensively described elsewhere (11, only a brief de- 
scription is included here. Figure 1 shows a side view of the detector. It con- 
tains calorimeters covering the pseudorapidity range -4.2.5 7 5 4.2 and the 
entire azimuthal range constructed in a projective tower geometry. Lead and steel 
plates are used as the absorbing medium in the electromagnetic and hadronic 
sections respectively. The calorimetry is divided into central (171 5 1.1). endplug 
(1.1 5 1~1 5 2.2) and forward (2.2 < 171 < 4.2) sections. The central section uses 
plastic scintillator as the sampling medium, here the tower segmentation is 0.1 
units in A;, and 15” in Ad. In the endplug and forward sections, proportional 
chambers are used as the sampling medium, where the segmentation is 0.1 units 
in Aq and 5” in Ad. Proportional chambers with cathode strip readout (“strip 
chambers”) are embedded in the central and plug electromagnetic calorimeters. 
These providr precise position information for elect,ron and photon showers. 

The evrnt vcrt,ex is is det,ermined by a set of 8 t,ime projection chambers sur- 
rounding the btam pipe. Charged tracks in the region 171 < 1 are reconstructed in 
an 88 Iayrr drift chamber immcrsrd in a 1.4 Tesla magnetic field. The momentum 
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Figure 1: Side view of the CDF detector. Only one half of the detector is shown. 

resolution is uPt/pf = 0.2% x p, in general and 0.11% x pt for tracks constrained 
to the event, vertex. 

Recent results are presented on inclusive b quark production including recon- 
struction of exclusive decays of B mesons. W and Z cross sections and a test 
of lepton universality in W decays are also presented. Searches for new massive 
vector bosons, the top quark, supersymmetry, and heavy stable particles are de- 
scribed. Tests of QCD including comparisons with recent Next to Leading Order 
calculations are discussed. Also presented are studies of direct photon production 
including the photon angular distribution and two photon production. Finally, a 
new measurement of the total cross section is presented. 

2 B Quark Production 

2.1 Inclusive b-quark Production 

B quarks are produced very copiously at the Tevatron Collider. Next to Leading 
Order (0 &‘) calculations of the production cross section have been performed 
by Nason, Dawson, and Ellis [Z]. Although the cross section is largest in the 
forward direction and at low pt, for b quarks produced with rapidity (y < 1) and 
p, > 10 GeV, the cross section is estimated to be a fairly large 1.5 pb. For the 
recent collider run where 4.5 pb-’ was collected this corresponds to 6.75 million 
produced b’s! A measurement of this cross section provides an important check 
of the QCD calculation. It is also an important measurement for determining the 
feasibility of experiments at hadron colliders to measure weak decay parameters 
and search for CP violation in the b system. 

The b cross section is measured by CDF primarily from a study of inclusive 
electron production [3]. Starting with events with candidate electrons, W and Z 
events are removed by missing E, and e+e- mass cuts. Low mass pairs consistent 
with conversions are also removed. The charm contribution is estimated using the 
ISAJET ]4] Monte Carlo and subtracted. Figure 2 shows the inclusive electron 
distribution compared to the ISAJET predictions. The agreement is seen to be 
very good. 

The b production cross section as a function of pt is inferred from this distri- 
bution using ISAJET. ISAJET is adjusted to reproduce the theoretical b p, dis- 
tribution and the Peterson [5] distribution for b quark fragmentation. Measured 
B decay branching ratios are used where available. The electron identification 
efficiency is determined from test beam and collider data. The result is shown 
in Fig. 3 together with the theoretical prediction of Nason, Dawson and Ellis. 
Note the cross sections displayed are the integrated value above some pa,,,,,. The 
dashed lines indicate t,he theoretical uncertainties. The measured cross sections 
appear systematically above t.he theory. There is some expectation that large 
higher order contributions in the lower x region probed by CDF might explain 
the result, [G, 7, 81. 
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Figure 2: The inclusive electron pc dirtribution compared to predictions of the 
ISAJET Monte Carlo normalized to the data. 

Figure 3: The inclusive b cross section, plotted as an integral above a fixed value 
of ptmin. Also shown are the predictions of Nason, Dawson and Ellis [2]. 

2.2 Associated Charm Production 

Several checks have been performed to demonstrate that the charm contribution 
to the inclusive electron distribution is in fact small. A search was performed for 
Do mesons in a cone of size R,+ < 1.0 in q - Q  space about the electron. If the 
electrons were due to charm pair production, then one would expect e- -F (and 
the charge conjugate). However for b production, e- - Do + the charge conjugate 
should predominate. Figure 4 shows the observed Do signal; it has the configu- 
ration expected for b production. Similarly, a K” signal is seen in conjunction 
with e- consistent with b production (Fig. 4). If charm pair production were the 
source of the electrons, then one would expect roughly equal numbers of e- -K-O 
and e- - K” combinations. 

2.3 Exclusive B Decays 

Until recently, reconstruction of exclusive B meson decays has only been accom- 
plished by e+e- experiments with center of mass energies in the upsilon region. 
Despite the much greater event complexity, the CDF experiment is able to take 
advantage of the large number of produced b’s combined with the significant b 
decay branching fraction to J/rl, to reconstruct exclusive B meson decays. J/$‘s 
are cleanly identified in the detector via their decay to #p-. Candidate J/q!.& 
within 50 MeV of the nominal mass are selected and constrained to the nominal 
msss (Fig. 5a). Mass combinations of the J/$ with tracks within a 60° cone 
are formed. Signals are observed for the modes B* + J/$K* (Fig. 5b) and 
Bs,g -+ J/$ K”,r’ (Fig. 5~). The combined signals are shown in Fig. 5d. A 
fit to this distribution gives a mass of 5.279f0.006 GeV. 

This signal provides another measurement of the b production cross section. 
Only the J/$J - K* mode is included here. ISAJET is again used to determine 
the detection efficiency; this turns out to be 0.5%. Using the, measured branching 
fraction for this decay gives a cross section for b production with p, > 10.5 GeV 
and ]y] < 1 of 8.5 f 2.l(stal.) f 3.8(sys.)pb. This point is displayed in Fig. 3 
together with the measurements based on inclusive electron production. It follows 
the trend of those measurements, lying above the theoretical predictions. 

2.4 x Production 

Observed J/$‘s are expected to be predominantly from decays of directly pro- 
duced x states aud from decays of B mesons. Direct J/$J production is suppressed 
in hadronic collisions as it must occur via a three gluon vertex [9]. Measurements 
of x production together with inclusive J/ll, production could provide an addi- 
tional handle on the b production cross section. However this picture is somewhat 
complicated by the recent observation of the decay B -) x + X by the Argus col- 
laboration [lo]. 

J/lc, candidates with pI > 6 GeV are selected. Calorimeter towers with & > 1 
GeV are combined with the J/ll, and the mass difference M( J/~!J - y) - M( J/G) 
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formed. The photon direction is determined using the position in the strip cham- 
bers. Figure 6 shows this mass difference; a clear signal is seen at AM = 412 f 15 
MeV. This is consistent with the expected peak at 424 MeV, assuming 60% of the 
J/$‘s are from ~1 and the remainder from ~2. A fit to the distribution using a 
Gaussian plus polynomial background yields 75.3 f 12.0 detected x’s. 

The geometrical acceptance is computed using ISAJET modified to include 
direct x production (ISACHI). The efficiency for the photon is determined using 
GEANT. The GEANT calculation is verified by studying the efficiency for de- 
tecting the low energy electron in asymmetric photon conversion pairs. Finally, 
it is determined that 37.4 f 6.8(stat.) f 26(sys.)% of the J/+‘s come from x’s. 
However the process B -, x + X must be better understood before infering a b 
production cross section from this measurement. 

2.5 B” - B” Mixing 

B” - p mixing occurs through the box diagrams show in Fig. 7. Measurements 
of this process give information on the CKM matrix elements (&I2 and ]l&]‘. 
@ ‘-E mixing is expected to be much larger thau L?: - 8 as the far off diagonal 
CKM matrix elements are small. 

Mixing is described by the parameter x 

(1) 

Experimentally, what is measured is the ratio of like to unlike sign lepton pairs R 

R = N(I+l+ + l-l-) 
N(l+l- + i-I+) 

from leptonic decays of b pairs. R is related to x by the relation 

2x(1 - x) + I(1 - xl2 +x2]!.. 
R  = I(1 - xj2 + x21 + 2x(1 - xv* + fc 

(2) 

where fc is the fraction of like sign pairs from charm and fs is the fraction of like 
sign pairs from the non-mixing process B + l;B -) -d + I. Whereas B, and Bd 
are not distinguishable, the measured value is actually 

x = PdXd + p&s (4) 

where Pd and P, are the relative fractions of Bd and B, respectively. 
Both e - p and e - e events are used in the measurement [13]. e - p events 

have the advantage that they lack backgrounds from Drell-Yan and vector meson 
production. To reduce background from sequential B decay (B + Dl -+ 011) 
the dilepton mass is required to exceed 5 GeV. For di-electron events, the upsilon 

20 - 

16 - 

Hoshed oreo. is JI SideBond. i 

2.5 3 3.5 4 

Figure 6: The mass dXerence M( J/q& - 7) - M(J/$) showing a peak at the vane 
expected for the decay ~1.1 + J/$7. 
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Figure 7: Diagrams contributing to B” - F mixing. 

mass region is excluded, and Drell-Yan background is removed by requiring the 
electrons to be non-isolated. The measured ratios are 

Rem,, = 0.552 f O.O43(stat.) + 0.39 - 0.48(sys.) (5) 

R,-, = 0.587 f O.l13(stat.) f O.O43(sys.) . (‘5) 
The ISAJET Monte Carlo is used to estimate fc and fd allowing extraction of x. 
The value determined using both modes combined is 

,y = 0.176 f O.OJl(stat. + sys.) f O.O32(MC) (7) 

where the last uncertainty is due to the Monte Carlo estimates of fc and fd. Figure 
8 shows the combined result in a plot of Xd versus xs along with the combined 
result from CLEO and ARGUS [ll, 121 The slope of the line from the collider 
results uses fd = 0.375 and f., = 0.15 to account for the relative fraction of down 
and strange quark production. The hatched area indicates the region allowed by 
the Standard Model. The Xd measurements indicate that x, must be large as 
expected from the Standard Model. 

3 Electroweak Measurements 

3.1 W and Z Production 

Cross sections for W and Z production and decay have been published for electron 
and muon channels separately [14]. Results from the two channels have been 
combined assuming universality of couplings to leptons and taking account of 
correlated errors to yield 

u x B(Z” -) [+I-) = 0.217f 0.021 nb (8) 
u x B(W + Iv) = 2.23 f 0.20 nb . (9) 

The values are plotted in Fig. 9 together with data’ from the UAI and UA2 [15] 
experiments at fi =630 GeV, and theoretical predictions [lS]. 

The ratio of these two quantities may be used to extract, W leptonic branching 
fraction from the following relation: 

R = u x B(W + Iu) u&$&y 

u xB(Z 411) = ““r$$!l 
= 9.98 f 0.74 . (10) 

The ratio aw/az is determined from &CD. Many uncertainties cancel when the 
ratio is taken. The total and leptonic Z width are obtained from LEP measure- 
ments 1171. The measured R then gives 

r(W)/r(W + Iv) = 9.67 f 0.73 . (11) 

This ratio is sensitive to possible W decay channels to top, without requiring 
direct detection of the top quark. Thus it may be used to lower limit on the 
top mass independent of any top decay mode. In this case the limit obtained is 
M, > 44 GeV at the 95% confidence level. 
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Figure 13: Results on b mixing from CDF, CLEO and ARGUS, showing the results 
in terms of x, and xd. The hatched area shows the region allowed by the Standard 
Model. 
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Figure 9: Cross section times leptonic branching ratio for W and 2 production 
for the CDF, UAl and UA2 experiments along with theoretical predictions. 
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3.2 W  --) ri7, 

SU(2) gauge invariance in the Standard Model implies a universality of lepton 
couplings to vector bosons. Measurements at LEP confirm this picture for neutral 
cu’rrents at approximately the 1% level [17]. At hadron colliders, a similar test for 
charged currents is possible from the decay W  --) TF. 

The process W  -+ rv with the r decaying hadronically gives events with a nar- 
row, low multiplicity jet plus missing El. While there are substantial backgrounds 
from QCD jet production, it is possible to reduce these to a reasonable level. Two 
triggers were used for this analysis. The first required the missing El > 25 GeV 
plus an electromagnetic calorimeter cluster with El > 8 GeV. The second was 
a special T trigger that required missing E, > 20 GeV and a narrow cluster (2 
towers) with E, > 10 GeV, with an associated CTC track with p, > 4.5 GeV. 
Offline, r clusters were reconstructed by starting with a seed track with p, > 5 
GeV. Tracks with pc > 1 GeV within 30° of the seed and calorimeter energy within 
An x Ad of 0.6 x 30° were then associated with the seed. The resulting T clusters 
were required to have & > 15 GeV. 

Signal r clusters were taken to be those with < 3 associated tracks and no tracks 
with p, > 1 GeV between 10’ and 30’ of the seed track. Events failing these cuts 
were considered background. To determine the background in the signal region, 
these requirements (excluding the event missing E, requirement) were imposed on 
a sample of two jet events. This jet sample was normalized to the T sample for 
multiplicities > 4 and extrapolated to low multiplicities and subtracted from the 
signal. A plot of the multiplicity of tracks with p, > 1 GeV/c shows a distinct 
signal as an excess of 1 and 3 prong tracks (Fig. 10). The overall detection 
efficiency is determined by Monte Carlo to be 1.61 f 0.10% for the missing El 
trigger and 1.72 f 0.16% for the r trigger samples. The combined result for the 
cross section time branching ratio is 

o x E( W  + TF) = 2.05 f 0.27 nb 

Comparing this to the result for the ei? decay mode of the W  gives 

g7/ge = 0.97 f 0.07 

consistent with e - r universality. 

(12) 

(13) 

3.3 High Mass Dilepton Production 

In the Standard Model, high mass lepton pairs are produced by the Drell-Yan 
mechanism including the Z resonance [IS]. D  eviations from the theoretical distri- 
bution could result if leptons either had a composite structure, or from production 
and decay of a new high mass 2’. 

For this study, electron pairs with an invariant mass > 30 GeV were used 1191. 
To enhance the efficiency, looser requirements were imposed on the second lepton 
of the pair. Also, looser requirements on the allowed hadronic energy fraction of 

k 
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JO 
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Figure 10: Distribution of charged tracks associated with r clusters for the missing 
El and T triggers. The excess of 1 and 3 prong events indicates the r signal. 
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electron candidates were made at high E, to account for increased shower leakage. 
The primary background is from QCD jets which either fake electrons or produce 
indirect electrons from conversions or decays. These backgrounds were removed 
by requiring the electrons to be isolated. The electron identification efficiency 
was determined using test beam and collider data. The geometric efficiency was 
determined via Monte Carlo; the total efficiency is 20% for M  = 50 GeV rising to 
50% for M  > 150 GeV. 

The resulting mass distribution is shown in Fig. 11. The integral cross sec- 
tion is shown in Fig. 12, together with the theoretical prediction. If leptons are 
composite, an effective contact interaction L, = ~g*/2A~(&y”l)@y,,q) produces a 
flattening of the distribution at high mass. Fitting the distribution to a combined 
Drell-Yan plus composite interaction gives A; > 2.2 TeV and A:= > 1.7 TeV at 
the 95% confidence level. A is the scale of the effective interaction, the minus sign 
corresponds to constructive interference and the plus sign to destructive interfer- 
ence with the normal electroweak interaction. A similar analysis of the muon pair 
mass distribution yields A;,, > 1.5 TeV and AZ,, > 1.3 TeV at the 95% confidence 
level. 

3.4 Heavy Gauge Boson Production 

Heavy gauge bosons arise in many extensions of the Standard Model 120). A heavy 
2’ boson would appear as an enhancement in the invariant mass distribution for 
lepton pairs. Similarly, a heavy W ’ boson would appear as an excess in the lcpt,oll- 
neutrino transverse mass distribution at high transverse mass. 

To search for a Z’, the invariant mass distribution for electron and muon pairs 
is fit to the combination 

$ = aM(Z’) + /3M(Z” + y’) 

representing a sum of standard Z, Drell-Yan, and Z’ production. Resulting limits 
on the production cross section times branching ratio to lepton pairs as a function 
of mass are shown in Fig. 13a. Assuming Standard Model couplings yields a lower 
limit on the Z’ mass of 412 GeV at the 95% confidence level. However couplings 
of the Z’ to quarks and leptons are different from the Standard Model couplings 
in most extensions. The limit on the production cross section is fairly insensitive 
to assumptions on the Z’ width and couplings to quarks. Predictions of the EC 
model are shown in Fig. 13 b, lower mass limits for a specific model are easily 
determined from the figure. 

Heavy W ’ bosons are searched for in asimilar manner using t,he lcpton-neutrino 
transverse mass distribution [21]. This distribution is fit to t,hr form 

dN 
- = aMt(W’) + 4MdW) 
dMt 

representing a sum of standard I+’ plus Iii’ producrion. Bot,h clrcrron and muon 
decay modes are used. The resulting 95% confidrnrp lcvcl limit on the protlur- 

Figure 11: Invariant mass distribution do/dM for electron pairs. 

Figure 12: Integral mass distribution $g da/dM dM. The solid line is the Stan- 
dard Model prediction. The dashed line includes a composite interaction with 
A- = 2.2 TeV. The dot-dashed line includes a composite interaction with A+ = 1.7 
TeV. 
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Figure 13: a) Limits on  the cross section times branching ratio to lepton pairs 
for product ion of 2’ bosons.  The dashed line is a theoretical prediction assuming 
Standard Model  coupl ings for the 2’. b) Same as above,  but with predictions of 
the Es model  for various assumptions about  mixing parameters. The upper  curve 
in each plot is the prediction assuming no  s-fermion channels are allowed. The 
lower curve is the prediction assuming all possible s-fermion channels are allowed. 

tion cross section times branching ratio to lepton-neutr ino is shown in Fig. 14. 
Assuming Standard Model  coupl ings gives a  lower limit M(W’) > 520  at the 95% 
conf idence level. 

4 Particle Searches 

4.1 Search for the Top Quark 

Top is produced in j5p collisions via jjp + ft +  X, where the t then decays into Wb. 
The W  then can decay into a  qq pair, or In. Because of large QCD backgrounds,  
searches are limited to channels where one  or both W ’s decays to a  lepton. The 
dilepton mode is the cleanest, but has the smallest branching fractions (2/81 
for e/b, and  l/81 for ee  or pp). The channel  for St into leptons plus jets has a  
larger branching fraction, but there is a  substantial background from high pr W  
product ion with associated jets. 

The CDF search combines the ep  ee, pp, W  plus jets and  W  plus jets where 
one  of the jets has a  soft p  from b decays 1221.  The 95% C.L. limit on  a@) is 
shown in Fig. 15  for each of the processes. The intersection of the curves with the 
lower limit of the theory cross section gives the limit on  the top mass, 89  GeV. 
Note however  it is not valid for models in which top does not decay with standard 
coupl ings (e.g., charged Higgs). 

4.2 Search for Supersymmetry 

Supersymmetry is a  proposed symmetry where each fermion (boson) has a  corre- 
sponding supersymmetr ic boson (fermion). Quarks, gluons, and  photons have as 
their supersymmetr ic partners the squark (@), gluino (j), and  phot ino (+). Con- 
servation of a  SUSY quantum number  implies that the lightest supersymmetr ic 
particle is stable and  will escape detection. Because of this, expected signatures of 
supersymmetry will include substantial missing Et. The gluino decays according 
to 3  + qq=j. Squarks either decay according to c +  qij or qq depending of the 
relative masses of the squark and  gluino. 

Assuming the case me < rnj, events were selected with 2  jets with E, > 15 
GeV and  a  missing Et > 100  GeV. Three events were observed with an  expected 
background of 1.3 events. For the case where rn5 < nz+, four jets with Et >  15  
GeV were required with a  missing Et > 40  GeV. Two events were observed,  again 
with an  expected background of 1.3 events. These results give the limits on  squark 
and  gluino masses shown in Fig. 16  1231.  P ossible cascade decays of the squark 
and  gluino would reduce these mass limits by z 30  GeV [24]. 

4.3 Search for Heavy Stable Particles 

Heavy stable particles are possible in some theories that go  beyond the standard 
model  [25). CDF has performed a  search for heavy,  penetrat ing particles that live 
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Figure 16: Limits on the masses of squarks and gluinos. The upper left half 
corresponds to the case rnq c mg. The lower right of the diagonal corresponds to 
mg < m4. 

long enough to traverse the detector (r > 10m8 sec.) [26]. Particles are detected in 
the central muon system, the velocity is determined from the momentum measured 
by the CTC and timing information from the hadron calorimeter. This timing 
information has a resolution of 1.6 ns. The dominant systematic uncertainty is 
the determination of the appropriate path length given the large depth (120 cm) 
of the hadron calorimeter. 

Candidate tracks were required to have p, > 25 GeV, 0.5 < p < 0.65, and have 
energy deposition in the calorimeter consistent with their velocity. The lower 
velocity requirement prevents most tracks from ranging out in the calorimeter. 
The upper requirement selects tracks so that the scintillator light output stays 
ahead of the track providing a clean definition of the path length. One candidate 
event survives these cuts; the estimated background is 2.3 f 1.3 events. Monte 
Carlo simulations were used to derive the detection efficiency for such particles. 
This gives the limit on the production cross section at the 95% confidence level 
shown in Fig. 17. 

This limit is compared to the predictions of several theoretical models. For the 
spin l/2 color triplet model of Ellis, masses between 50 and 139 GeV are ruled 
out at the 95% confidence level. Other models including color sextets, octets, 
and decuplets with resulting mass limits of 224, 227, and 290 GeV were also 
considered. Spin 0 color triplets are excluded in the mass range between 50 and 
85 GeV. The search was extended to include charge 2/3 and 4/3 particles. One 
event survived the cuts for the charge 2/3 sample and 2 for the charge 4/3 sample. 
Both are consistent with the estimated backgrounds of 0.8f0.8 and 1.5fl.l events 
respectively. Masses between 50 and 116 GeV are ruled out at the 95% confidence 
level for the charge 2/3 case and masses between 50 and 140 GeV for the charge 
4/3 case. If one accounts for possible production of neutral as well as charged 
particles, these limits would be lowered by about 20 GeV. 

5 Tests of QCD 

5.1 Inclusive Jet Production 

Past studies of jet production at ijp colliders have shown reasonable agreement 
with leading order QCD calculations [29, 31, 301. However, comparisons have 
been limited by large theoretical uncertainties in those calculations due to the 
dependence on the renormalization scale $. Recently, 0(c$) calculations have 
been performed substantially improving the theoretical precision [32, 331. The 
calculations include diagrams with up to three partons in the final state. To deal 
with divergences arising from soft or collinear partons, partons are combined into 
a single “jet” if they fall within some cone in n - 4 space. Jet variables are 
determined from 
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Figure 17: a) Time of fIight in ns versus energy deposition in the calorimeter 
for candidate heavy stable particles. The band corresponds to the range 0.5 < 
p < 0.65. b) Limits of the production cross section for charge 1 stable particles, 
together with predictions of the Ellis color triplet model. 

This is analogous to the experimental jet definition, where jets are clusters of 
energy within a fixed cone in n - 4 space 134). 

Measurement of the inclusive single jet El distribution is restricted to central 
region (0.1 < ]n] < 0.7). This region has best known energy scale and resolu- 
tion, giving the least systematic uncertainty. The observed jet energies must be 
corrected for the calorimeter response, cracks, leakage, and the underlying event. 
No correction is made for energy not included in the clustering cone; this is ac- 
counted for by the QCD calculation. The calorimeter response was measured in 
a test beam of electrons and pions for the energy range 3 GeV to 150 GeV. For 
lower energy particles, isolated tracks in minimum bias events were used. The 
particle momentum measured using the central tracking chamber was compared 
to the energy in the calorimeter region pointed to by the track. The ISAJET 
Monte Carlo plus detector simulation was tuned to reproduce the observed parti- 
cle multiplicity and momentum distributions, and the calorimeter response. The 
total jet energy correction ranges from 50 f 12% for a jet with E, = 30 GeV to 
15 f 5% for a jet with El = 300 GeV. 

In addition to correcting observed jet energies as described above, the steeply 
falling distribution must be corrected for resolution effects. Figure 18 shows the 
resulting distribution compared to the NLO QCD calculation. The total system- 
atic uncertainty ranges from f60% at El = 50 GeV to f22% for Er > 80 GeV. 
The agreement is seen to be good over 7 orders of magnitude in cross section. The 
fractional difference between the data and theory is shown in Fig. 18 for several 
choices of structure functions. The HMRSB[27] and MT[28] structure functions 
give acceptable fits to the data, but the HMRSE set gives a poor fit. 

The NLO calculations predict the cross section as a function of the jet cone 
size R. This is shown in Fig. 19 for jets with El = 100 GeV. The three curves 
represent different choices of the renormalization scale $. It is seen that there 
is still some dependence of the calculation on the choice of renormalization scale. 
However this appears to be minimized for a cone size of 6.7. 

If quarks had a substructure, then one might expect a binding force of the 
constituent particles to become evident at very short distances. This may be 
parameterized by a 4-Fermi term to be added to the interaction Lagrangian. In 
the case of q?j + qij scattering, this is: 

(17) 

The effect of such an interaction would be to increase the rate of jet production 
at high El causing a flattening of the distribution. A fit to the above inclusive 
Et distribution including the 4-fermi interaction gives a lower limit of 1.4 TeV at 
95% confidence level on AC. Note that the NLO calculation cannot be done with 
an added 4-fermi interaction. Hence the fit is done at leading order. with the 
associated theoretical uncertainty included in the limit. 
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Figure 18: Inclusive jet cross rection aa  a function of Et compared to the predic- 
t ion6 of an  0(a3) QCD prediction [32, 331.  All normalizations are absolute. Also 
ahown is the ratio of (data-theory)/theory plotted for different choices of structure 
functiona. 
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Figure 19: Variation of the CDF jet cross section for Et =  100  GeV with cone ra- 
dius R. The curves are NLO predictions for several choices of the renormalization 
scale pg. 
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5.2 Jet Shapes 

Next to Leading Order calculations are available that describe the energy distri- 
bution in the jet cone [35]. This is parameterized by the fraction of the jet energy 
within an inner cone of radius r p(r). This is measured by the CDF detector using 
tracks due to their better spatial and momentum resolution for single particles. 
Figure 20 shows this distribution for 100 GeV jets. Also shown are the 0(of) 
predictions [35], along with the predictions of the event generator HERWIG [36]. 
The agreement is surprisingly good; no fragmentation effects are included in the 
calculation. Note there still is some dependence on the choice of renormalization 
scale. 

5.3 Two Jet Mass Distribution 

The two jet invariant mass distribution has also been measured; t,his provides a 
further test of QCD, and also could exhibit modifications due to production of 
high mass states decaying into two jets. To obtain the best resolution, jets were 
required to satisfy 1171 < 0.7. For this measurement, rather than correct the data 
for the energy resolution, the theory is smeared by the experiment,al resolution. 
Results are shown in Fig. 21 for cone sizes of 1 .O and 0.7. The agreement is good 
for the 1.0 cone, but poorer for the cone size of 0.7. However Next to Leading 
Order calculations are now available [37]; early indications are that t,hry give 
somewhat better agreement between the data and theory. 

5.4 Two Jet Angular Distribution 

Also measured is the jet angular distribution in the jet center of maSs frame. 
To insure an approximately uniform acceptance, requirements are imposed on 
the variables r)b = (01 + 1)2)/2 and 7. = (q - *)/2 where ‘71 and ~2 are the 
pseudorapidities of the two highest E, jets. Specifically, the requirements 1’1b] < 
0.75 and ]q’J < 1.6 are imposed. The center of mass scatt,ering angle 0’ is relat,rd 
to q’ by cos0’ = tanh 0’. To ensure a fully efficient trigger over the angular range, 
the data is divided into mass windows of 240 < MJJ < 475 GeV, 475 < A4JJ < 550 
GeV, and 550 GeV < I&J. For comparison to theory, the angular distribution is 
plotted in terms of the variable x = (I+ ] cosS’l)/( 1 - ) cos@*l). This distribution 
is expected to be approximately flat for the dominant t-channel exchange process 
and thus insensitive to smearing effects. The data are shown in Fig. 22 for the 
three mass regions together with predictions of Leading Order QCD based on the 
HMRSB and M-T structure functions. For the HMRSB case, Next to Leading 
Order QCD 1381 calculations are also shown. The NLO calculations fit t,he data 
somewhat better in that case, however the LO calculations with the M-T structure 
functions provide an equivalently good fit to the data. 

Fractional Pt Flow in 100 GeV Jets, Cone 1 .O 

CDF Preliminary 

Figure 20: Jet shape, p(r) (d fi d c nc in text) for 100 GeV Et jets from CDF. The 
curves are from an 0(az) parton level calculation, and also from the HERWIG 
event generator [36]. 
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calculations based on leading order QCD based on HMRSB and M-T structure 
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5.5 Three Jet Production 

The kinematics of 3 jet final states have been measured and compared to tree level 
QCD predictions (391. Four independent variables describe the kinematics. These 
are taken to be P, the angle of the leading jet with respect to the beam axis; 
111, the angle between the planes containing the beam and leading jet (designated 
parton 3); the plane containing the two subleading jets (partons 4 and 5), and the 
jet energies scaled to the center of mass energy, xi = 2p,/& (23 + 24 + x5 = 2). 

Events are selected with at least three jets each with Et > 15 GeV. The event is 
boosted to the center of mass frame, and the jets ordered by energy in this frame. 
The following additional selection criteria are imposed to produce an event sample 
for which the detector acceptance is approximately uniform: 

l & 1250 GeV, 

l 30” 5 1L I 1500, 

0 373 5 0.9. 

Following application of the cuts, 4826 events remain. Tree level matrix elements 
140, 41) are used to generate events to a detector simulation, where they are sub- 
jected to the same cuts as the data. Figure 23 shows the measured distributions 
together with the QCD predictions and also a QCD prediction for quark-only 
initial states. Also shown is a Monte Carlo preduction assuming a phase space 
distribution for the three jets. The agreement of the data with the QCD calcula- 
tion is good. The data are not consistent with the phase space distribution. 

A global fit to all four distributions was made where the qq fraction in the 
initial state is fitted as a free parameter. The result is 3’: %, consistent with the 
tree level prediction of llf4 %. The total cross section, given the event selert,ion 
is 1.2 f 0.02 (stat) f 0.6 (syst) nb, whereas the tree level prediction is 1.8f0.9 
nb. 

5.6 High P, W  and 2 Production 

W  and Z production is described in leading order in perturbation theory by 
the Drell-Yan mechanism. At higher orders, the W  and Z can recoil against a 
quark or gluon to obtain a finite kick in the transverse plane. When the W  p, is 
large enough, the leading terms in perturbation t,heory should give a reasonable 
description of the data. For small M/ or Z p,‘s, one must, rely on a summation of 
leading terms from soft gluons to all orders to obtain the cross section [42]. 

The W  p, distribution must be corrected for the missing E, carried away by 
the neutrino, and an unfolding procedure must be applied to take into account rhe 
effect of the jet energy resolution on the steeply falling spectrum [43]. The Z p1 
distribution can be measured more accurately, because the c+c- can be mrasurc~tl 
fairly precisely, but suffers from lower statistics [44]. The results are shown in Fig. 
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Figure 23: Variables for three jet events, zJ, z,, cosP and $P, showing the data, 
the predictions of QCD, and the prediction from qq initial states only. The data 
are compatible with the small expected fraction of qq in the initial states. 
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24. The QCD predictions at Next to Leading Order [42), o(az,a,,), provide a 
good description of the data, and there is no significant excess apparent at high 
Pt. 

517 Direct Photon Production 

In principle, direct photon production u(pp -+ y + X), provides a particularly 
clean test of QCD. The energy of the photon is well measured by the electro- 
magnetic calorimeter, and there are no fragmentation effects. Next to Leading 
Order calculations are not as difficult as for the jet case, and have been performed 
by Aurenche and others [45, 46, 47). At 1 ow photon energies, this process also 
provides a good probe of the gluon structure function. However the measurement 
is complicated by the difficulty of separating single photons from high energy rr”‘s 
where the two photons are highly overlapped. 

It is not possible to separate TO’S and photons on an event by event basis. 
Instead, a statistical method using the shower profile in the central strip chambers 
is employed. Showers from rr” decays will tend to have a broader profile. Measured 
profiles are compared to those expected for single photons and a x2 computed. 
The standard profiles are obtained from test beam electron showers, and photon 
showers from reconstructed n 4 yy decays. This method achieves reasonable 
separation for El < 40 GeV, above which x0’s are too collimated. Also, an isolation 
cut requiring < O.lE, additional energy within a cone of 0.7 in 1) - 4 space about 
the photon candidate is made to further reduce the backgrounds. 

To extend the measurement above El of 40 GeV, and also as a cross check on 
the lower E, measurements, a conversion method is employed. This uses the outer 
wall of the central tracking chamber as a photon converter (z 0.2X0), followed by a 
series of drift tubes which provide information on the conversions. The conversion 
probability for photons is roughly constant as a function of photon energy, and 
hence a statistical subtraction of the R“ ( and n) contribution is possible up to 
relatively high photon El. This method is limited by statistics due to the small 
wall thickness. 

The results for the cross section as a function of E, are displayed in Fig. 25, 
along with the predictions of a Next to Leading Order QCD prediction by Au- 
renche et al. [45]. The data appear to be running higher than the indicated 
predictions at low E,. The calculations are not evaluated fully at o(crf,a,,) as 
the contribution from bremsstrahlung off of quark lines is only approximated. It 
is possible that a full calculation may improve the comparison between theory and 
experiment. 

The angular distribution in the y - jet center of mass system has also been 
measured. The method is similar to the two jet angular distribution described 
previously. Regions in the 7‘ - ?)b plane are selected to to insure an approximately 
uniform acceptance in cos0’. The result is shown in Fig. 25. along with the distri- 
bution from jet-jet events in a similar kinematic range. Because t.he y-jet events 
come predorniuantly from spin-$ quark exchange, the angular distribution is not 

PT (GeV/‘c) 
Figure 24: p: distributions for W  and 2 bosons. The curves are theoretical 
predictions of Arnold, Kauffman and Reno [42]. 
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. 

Figure 25: a) Inch&ve direct photon cross section versus Et. The lines are the 
predictions of a Next to Leading Order QCD prediction. b) The -y - jet angular 
distribution in the center of mass frame (CO8 8.). Also shown ir the jet-jet angular 
dirtribution, measured in a similar kinematic range. The QCD predictions for 
both processer are indicated. 

the same as for jet-jet scattering, which is dominated by spin-l gluon exchange at 
small angles. 

Two photons may be produced according to the diagrams in Fig. 26. They 
are refered to as the Born diagram (qq -) yy), the box diagram (gg 4 7-y) and 
bremsstrahlung diagrams. For events with two photon candidates, the profile 
method subtraction described above is used to estimate the number of true two 
photon events. For photons with 10 < Et < 35 GeV, there are 149 candidate 
events. Roughly one-third are true di-photon events. Figure 27 shows the cross 
section as a function of the Et of each photon. This is compared to a calculation 
using the PYTHIA Monte Carlo, which includes only the Born and box diagrams. 
The data is in qualitative agreement with the incomplete calculations. 

6 Total Cross Section 

The total cross section, u,(fip) may be written using the optical theorem 

due’ 
& = 167r( 1 + p*)-’ Tit = 0 

where p is the ratio of the imaginary to real part of the forward scattering am- 
plitude. The parameter p at low energies is typically less than 0.1; however an 
anomalously high measurement of p = 0.24 f 0.04 has been reported by the UA4 
collaboration [48] (CMS energy of 630 GeV). However the E710 collaboration has 
reported a measurement of p that is more consistent with expectations (491. 

To determine the total cross section, the elastic cross section as a function 
of the 4-momentum transfer squared t was measured. The cross section depends 
exponentially on t for low t, the measurement is extrapolated to t = 0 to determine 
the forward scattering amplitude. Since the phase is not measured, an assumption 
must be made about the value of p, and the uncertainty idcluded in the systematic 
error. 

The CDF detector included chambers near the beamline for detection of scat- 
tered elastic tracks. The luminosity was determined by careful measurement of 
the accelerator parameters, with an estimated uncertainty of f 6.8%. A value 
of al = 71.5 f 3.0 mb is found, assuming p = 0.145 [50]. A wide range of 
p (0.1 < p < 0.2) is included in the systematic uncertainty. The result,s from both 
E710 and CDF are consistent and show a preference for an asymptotically flat 
extrapolation over an asymptotic form of Iog2(s/s0) 1511. 

7 Summary 

B production has been observed at a rate comparable to or greater than the 
theoretically predicted rate. Exclusive decays of B mesons have been reconstructed 
for the first time at a hadron collider. Measurements of electroweak parameters, 
jet and photon production are generally in agreement. with the standard model. 
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Brem Box 

Figure 26: Diagram8 for lowest order double direct photon production. 

Double Direct Photon Production 

‘=, (GeV> P, C-V) 

Figure 27: The isolated double direct photon cross section compared to PYTHIA 
(left) with an Et cut on each photon. (right) without an Et cut on each photon, 
with the data corrected according to PYTHIA. 

No evidence for top, heavy stable particle, or supersymmetric particle production 
has been observed and stringent limits have been established. 

The next run of the Tevatron Collider is scheduled to begin in early 1992. 
Improvements in the accelerator are expected to increase the peak luminosity by 
perhaps a factor of 5, to 103’/cmz/sec. The goal is to record at least 25 pb-r 
during this run. During this run the DO detector will be operational for the first 
time. 

Several improvements are being made to the CDF detector. A silicon strip 
detector with 4 layers and an active length of z 50 cm is being installed to 
detect secondary vertices from short lived particles. The vertex TPC system 
is being replaced by chambers with a shorter drift space to cope with positive 
ion buildup effects from the higher luminosity. Preradiator chambers are being 
installed in front of the central electromagnetic calorimeter to improve photon 
detection. Central muon coverage is being extended to n = 0.9, and additional 
steel is being added for n < 0.5. 
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